INTRODUCTION
The semiclassical theory ot elastic scattering--the scattering 1 . of two atoms, for example, at least one of which :is in a S state--1-'-3 is one of the outstanding triumphs of molecular collision theory.
Quantum effects, such as rai~bow structure in the differential cross se~tioi and glory oscillatibns iti the energy dependence of the total cross section, can be understood simply as interference between different classical-like contributions to the scattering amplitude. The description of these quantum effects afforded by semiclassical theory is, in addition, quantitatively accurate and thus a useful aid in analyzing experimental results.
One quantum phenomenon for which the usual semiclassical sem1c ass1ca ana ys1s g1ves on y one contr1 ut1on to t e sem1-classical amplitude and there is thus no interference structure;
i.e., for this monotonic case the usual analysis gives
an interference structure can exist in these cas~s--it is seen experimentally 5 and appears in a fully quantum mechanical calculation6--and the usual conclusion is that such diffraction effects s;i.mply lie outside the realm of semiclassical theory.
The purpose of this paper is to. show that a straight-forward 1 2 extension of the usual semiclassical treatment ' accounts for these diffraction effects in a completely natural way; it is seen that even for the purely repulsive case they arise from interference of different classical-like contributions· to t.he scattering· amplitude. The theoretical de~elopment is carried out in Section II, a~d a numerical example is presented in Section III to show that the description which results is also quite quantitative. where 0(1), the classical deflection function, is. related to the . and the classically forbidden contribution will be negligible and diffraction thus absent. For light atoms and sufficiently low energy, however, it will survive.
In concluding the Section it is_ interesting to show qualitatively that Eq. 
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